
DRAWER SYSTEMS



Smart Slide Drawer Systems, produced due to SAMET's experience 
in developing  innovative products and its cutting-edge technologies, 
provide furniture with extra movement, which isthe most significant 
factor in modern living spaces.  

Superior Desing and Ease of Use
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Smooth and Silent Movement
The state-of-the-art technology used in Smart Slide Drawer Systems adds elegance to opening 
and closing drawer features . Perfection of its technology ensures silent and smooth motion. 

Due to the synchronization system, used in Smart Slide drawers, desired user’s comfort can 
now be  attained.
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The Secret of  Comfortable-to-use 
Drawer Systems
Adapting soft close mechanism in Smart Slide Drawer Systems, developed 
with cutting-edge technology, provides drawers with very smooth and closing 
feature. With such impressive opening-closing movements, Smart Slide Drawer 
Systems add innovative and elegant touch to the living space.
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Single and Full Extension Options
Smart Slide Drawer Systems meet expectations for advanced design 
creation with full and single extension options, which are developed with 
the purpose of meeting various design needs.
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Push-Open Version
Smart Slide Drawer Systems' "PushOpen" 
function simplifies utilization of non-handle 
drawers with single touch movement.

Soft-Close Push-Open Version
Now Smart Slide generation is integrated into Soft-Close and 
Push-Open system at the same time. It means end user can 
open the drawer by only touching  the front panel and close 
the drawer by slightly  pulling the panel, and the drawer will 
close by itself.  With this feature the drawer is upgraded to a 
very high quality and sophisticated design for the Interrior 
Design world.
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Lock-Fix and Pin-Fix Mechanism Options
Lock-Fix mechanism, was especially designed for quick and flexible installation 
process of  Smart Slide Drawer Systems. At the same time "Pin-Fix system" was 
particularly developed for industrial furniture producers to ensure ease and 
safety during installation. 

With wide drawer size alternatives within a range of 250 mm to 600 mm 
di�erent requirements can be met, which ensures di�erent solutions during 
furniture production. The possibility to lock as tight as desired ensures safety 
during drawer utilization.  
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Excellent Quality
Smart Slide Drawer Systems' technology with 30 kg loading  capacity has globally proved its 
quality with the success to be certified by LGA , whereby LGA  is one of the most important 
standardization institutions in Germany. Smart Slide was tested in SAMET’s privately owned 
R&D Institute by performing minimum 80,000 opening-closing cycles, which proves its 
quality is recognized by European quality organizations.
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